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Le Mans Series 9000
Le Mans is the race that tests both body and machine for performance and
endurance.

Le Mans Rally, Sport and GT ergonomic seating offers high performance,
comfort, and style for any winning business office.  Le Mans guest chairs complete
the seating series blending in with all your seating requirements.

Le Mans seating offers three levels of performance;  The GT series for long term
sitting; the Sport series for occasional sitting; and the Rally series for entry level
sitting.

All of the Le Mans seating provides top quality and comfort for the way you
work, with an emphasis on maintaining cohesive style, ease of operation and all
the ergonomic benefits you deserve throughout the office.

How does a race team get into the Winners Circle?  It takes top quality planning,
engineering, high performance and dependability from their equipment.  Combine
this with an exceptional responsible support team providing safety and comfort to
the racer, and you have the elements of the winner’s choice for the workplace.

Monte Carlo Series 4000

The world’s most prestigious race is the Monte Carlo Grand Prix. So too is
the Monte Carlo ergonomic chair.

There is no race like the Monte Carlo.  There is no chair like the Monte Carlo!
High-class looks meet the challenge of extraordinary competition, providing elegant
style combined with ergonomic comfort.

Monte Carlo’s excellent seating comfort is a product of modern layered foam
technology-adding contour where the body begs for comfort, yet firm support.
A waterfall front seat promotes good blood circulation to your legs.  The ratchet
back provides adjustment simply by lifting up on the seatback to fit any users
lumbar support.

While sitting in the Monte Carlo you can easily alter from a keyboarding position
to a reclining position.  As you recline, the tilt can be locked in any position.
Chose a distinctive style between a mid or tall back with a built in headrest.
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Ascot Series 8000 The Ascot was home to America’s no frills, rugged,
no nonsense stockcar races.  A place where both male
and female competitors learned the skills to become
the racing stars of the future.

Ascot seating series is a tough competitive ergonomic
chair with graceful lines and great comfort.  It is
designed with unique ergonomic functions and is
competitively priced

Ascot provides a level of performance like no other
chair in its price range.  Three adjustment options help
to minimize fatigue while responding to the user’s need
for individual comfort.

Rally Sport Stacker Sled Base



Darlington Series 6000

Darlington is a racetrack that is home to
the world’s most challenging races.

Darlington chair is designed to support
your business teams in the conference room
and sales office.

Bristol Series 3000
The races at Bristol are known for fast
action and well planned races.

The Bristol Executive chair is designed
for business team executives and sponsors.

Elegant styling and comfort are blended
into this chair providing today’s executive
with a proud winning ride through the
business world.

A great place to sit when making powerful
business decisions.

PIT STOPS AND OPTIONS
Pit stops allow drivers to make critical adjustments to their
cars to get that extra ounce of performance needed to reach
the Winners Circle.

The right seating options will help your drivers and team
members to reach the Winners Circle in style and comfort.

The DAKAR Heavy Duty Option provides a Heavy-duty
suspension and seating strength to handle the toughest
operations 24 hours per day, 7 days per week and is rated
up to 450 lbs capacity.

Size your drivers and team members, add a seat slide to
the Le Mans and Monte Carlo or add some stylish
improvements to the entire line with a polished aluminum
base.
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Darlington will handle the steep curves
of the business world, while providing
comfort, durability and
style of a winner.


